ALL YOUR INFORMATION. ANYTIME. EVERYWHERE.
You make critical decisions all the time. Decisions that affect your yield,
your operation, your livelihood. Decisions that hinge on information
you may not have when you need it. FieldView Plus gives you that
information anytime, everywhere. You can make the best decisions
possible. And it’s simple to use.

The Plus in FieldView® Plus

Take everything you love about FieldView and its snapshot of what
happened in the cab. Add the ability to tap into that information at will,
share it, compare it, amplify it. That’s the Plus, and it’s a big one.
FieldView Plus operates in the cloud. It’s a secure, remote repository for
all your information: maps, yield comparisons, test results, everything
you need to see the results of past decisions. Everything you need to
make the right decisions for the future.

On the move, at your fingertips

You can easily upload and download everything. Use your information
wherever you and your iPad® tablet go. File transfers, different types of
maps, shape files: all there. FieldScripts®, boundary files, config files:
all there. Access for others who need to know: it’s there. Automated,
real-time reports on what’s happening in the tractor or combine when
you’re not: right there. Synchronization among multiple iPads in multiple
machines: yes, there. Not there: USB hassles or worries about lost data.

Plus the FieldView website

You also gain access to a customized FieldView website, where you
can generate operation-wide planting and harvest reports; establish
performance metrics by field, planter, combine and hybrid; and simplify
client/farm/field management by adding, editing and merging fields.

You don’t have to be a tech wizard to make the most of it. Turn this sheet over to see how simply
it works. Better yet, have your Precision Planting Premier Dealer show you.

MAKE INFORMATION, DECISION-MAKING
AND BIGGER YIELDS SIMPLE.
Simple Management

Now you can see people, fields and pins on
a map of your entire operation – even get
text and email alerts in real time. And the
FieldView website delivers key metrics and
operation-wide reports by field, planter and
hybrid. You can even see tile, fertility, yield
and other maps at the same time. It makes
it easy to compare, refine, improve – and
make more.

Simple Support

FieldView Plus makes equipment health
information (not your field map files)
available to your dealer and our product
support team, so they can deliver more
thorough and sufficient support. We’ll be
there for you to help you realize all the
potential of FieldView Plus.

Simple Security and Backup

Back up all your 20/20 and FieldView data
automatically and securely. Think of it as an
ultra-safe vault for all your valuable data –
to which you hold the key.

Simple Syncing

More than one person working at the same
time? Now you can all have the information.
FieldView Plus automatically syncs field
pins (including notes and photos), client
farm field lists and field map data so
you know you have the same information
wherever you are.

Simple Sharing and Reporting

FieldView Plus lets you easily transfer and
share files (FieldScripts, prescriptions
and boundaries) from the cloud to
the SeedSense® display. And you can
effortlessly download 20/20 files to your
desktop or share them with consultants,
partners, landowners, insurers and
others. It’s faster and easier than USB file
transfers, and it will integrate your operation
at a previously unimaginable level.

Built-in simplicity is what makes the power of FieldView Plus
so useful and profitable to you.
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